9/11 widow Ellen Mariani has filed a RICO lawsuit against Bush et al, charging them with foreknowledge of the
attacks, failure to prevent them or warn the public, passive abetment for personal and political gain, intentional
organized criminal activity, obstruction of justice, etc. Mrs. Mariani has refused the $1 million in payoff money
from the 9/11 Compensation Fund.
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Statement of the Case
Ellen Mariani filed a civil RICO (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act) action lawsuit against President Bush and other high level members
of his administration based upon prior knowledge of 9/11; knowingly failing
to act, prevent or warn of 9/11; and the ongoing obstruction of justice by covering up the truth of 9/11; all in violation of the laws of the United States.
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“Ellen Mariani and I are very disappointed with the 911 Commission Report
as it does not deal with the full facts of 9/11. It is outrageous that after spending
millions of dollars and interviewing thousands, that no one in our government
is being held responsible for the murder of 3000 individuals.
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“Meanwhile, many people in critical positions on 9/11 were promoted. Ellen
and I are now even more determined to find the truth of 9/11 through the
United States legal system.
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“It is time for a non-violent revolution by the millions of Americans who are tired
of their rights being diminished by the Bush Administration; tired of the lies of the
Bush Administration; tired of the lies about Iraq; and tired and disgusted with
the lies about 9/11. NOW is the time to stand tall together and bring back our
freedoms as the
they stood under the Declaration of Independence, the Bill of Rights and the
Constitution of the United States.”
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Help raise public awareness and support for this case:
• Call, fax and/or e-mail all talk shows and news outlets
• Spread the word by e-mail, telephone or in person
• Sign our website petition that you support Ellen Mariani’s lawsuit
• Contribute to this critical effort by making a donation
• Sign up for “Action Alerts” at 911Visibility.org
• Tell others to visit our web site and sign petition 911forthetruth.com
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